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Introduction
The Clinical Services and Standards Committee (CSSC) of the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) commissions guidelines on the management of a full range gastrointestinal and liver disorders in order to promote and improve the standard of practice of clinical gastroenterology.

NICE has accredited the process used by the BSG to produce best practice clinical guidelines since 2013. Our re-accreditation is valid for 5 years from July 2018 and is applicable to guidelines produced using the processes described in this BSG Guidelines Writing and Review Process Document. More information on accreditation can be viewed at www.nice.org.uk/accreditation. The Accreditation Mark is a registered trademark belonging to the Institute. The CSSC intends that BSG guidelines will continue to meet designated NICE standards. This document is intended as a guide to aid in the preparation of these guidelines and includes the criteria necessary for guidelines to carry the NICE Accreditation Mark.

The CSSC also commissions BSG Endorsed Guidance documents which are similar to full guidelines in some respects but are shorter in length and differ from full Guidelines other respects as explained later in this document in Section I (for example they are not required to meet NICE Guidelines criteria). The main part of this document relates to full guidelines only. The term ‘Position Statement’ however is no longer welcome by either Gut or Frontline Gastroenterology journals as it implies opinion based statements with limited supporting published peer reviewed evidence. The term BSG Endorsement Guidance is now the preferred term to Position Statement with increasing importance given to the published evidence base supporting the recommendations published.

A. Commissioning
Most guidelines are commissioned by the CSSC via the specialist section committees. The BSG Council also sometimes suggest topics for BSG guidelines.

Guidelines are usually commissioned because of a perceived need for greater clarity and consensus in the recommended management of a given condition. This need usually arises when there have been important recent advances in understanding and treatment, which should lead to improved patient outcomes but have not yet been incorporated into routine clinical practice.

BSG Guidelines should make an important and “state of the art” contribution to the published literature applicable both to UK but increasingly importantly to an international audience. There may be circumstances, for example the recent appearance of guidelines on an identical topic from NICE or international specialist organisations that would make development of a BSG guideline on the same topic a duplication. In these circumstances, BSG Section Leads can request that Guidelines from other specialist bodies can be reviewed and the endorsed by the BSG. These BSG Endorsed Guidelines can be uploaded onto BSG Guidelines webpages with specific references given to the publishing Journal.
B. The Guideline Development Group (GDG) and Initial Submission

1. GDG Constitution
   - Guidelines need to be the product of a specifically convened Guideline Development Group (GDG) which is composed of seven to twelve individuals who are recognised authorities in the field in addition to 2 GDG patient representatives. Self-elected single authors are not acceptable. The formulation of guidelines will be driven by the GDG which will include a writing group (typically at least four main authors) and others representing a range of relevant expertise, two patient representatives (to meet NICE criteria) as well as Clinicians whose everyday practice will be directed by the guidelines. The GDG should thus be multidisciplinary and should include a range of professionals who will be using the guideline in their day-to-day clinical practice. All members of the GDG should be listed as co-authors including the patient representatives.
   - A GDG Chairperson should be designated by the GDG. The Chairperson should also be one of the main authors and the majority of members of the GDG should be chosen by the relevant BSG section committee on the basis of having the relevant expertise. Further GDG members can then be invited according to the requirements of the Guideline topic and further interested applicants can be invited via an open call (via the BSG website) by submission of a CV. The final membership of the GDG must be approved by the CSSC Executive.
   - GDG members are unpaid volunteers although reasonable travel expenses are anticipated from the GDG budget

2. Patient Representation
   - The GDG should include 2 patient representatives and NICE have recently stipulated that the 2 patient representatives should play a full part in the Clinical Guidelines Development process. For some conditions there are well represented national patient organisations and it is recommended that these organisations be asked to nominate one or both patient representatives on the GDG. For clinical conditions where no such organisation may exist, other strategies to ensure patient and carer involvement would include:
     - Medical members of the GDG approaching individual patients under their care
     - An umbrella patient organisation such as the British Liver Trust or the Royal College of Physicians’ Patient and Carer Network (PCN) approaching patients or carers with the condition
     - Advertising the position
   - Patients and carers views and preferences should be fully considered and incorporated into the guideline (see Section D2). Patient or carer members of GDGs will receive the same material support as do other members and will have technical language explained to them by other members of the GDG if necessary. They should be included in the authorship list and their contribution to the overall Guidelines process should be listed. In addition they should be particularly included in writing the Patient Summary section to ensure that the readability index is at a relevant level.

3. Conflict of Interests (see Appendix 1)
   - All members of the GDG and any ad hoc groups or individuals having direct input into the guideline (including reviewers assigned by the BSG- see Section F2) must complete a Declaration of Conflict of Interests (COI) form (Appendix 1) before becoming involved in
the process and also after the completed guideline is submitted.

- It is crucial for NICE accreditation that the Chair must not have any COIs.
- Where an individual is felt to have a possible COI with a particular section of the guideline, the individual may continue to be involved in the overall process but either withdraw their involvement from that area or be involved in discussions but not in the recommendations or voting in that area. In some cases, a COI may preclude an individual's membership of the GDG. Decisions in regard to these issues will be made by the Chair of the GDG in consultation with the head of the relevant BSG Section and with the CSSC Executive.
- All such decisions should be documented and available for external review.
- An ‘interest’ is defined as any arrangement in the past 12 months, which constitutes a current significant benefit to the individual, partner of that individual or their immediate family. It includes: financial and non-financial benefits. See appendix 1 for full definition of conflict of interests from NICE documents.

4. **The Submission Template (see Appendix 2)**
   
   An initial proposal should be drafted by the GDG Chairperson on the Submission Template available on the BSG website and submitted to the CSSC Guidelines Lead for consideration in consultation with the relevant specialist section. The proposal should include:
   
   - The overall objective of the guideline: this usually describes optimal management of specific gastrointestinal and liver conditions. The scope may include all or most aspects of the management of a specific condition e.g. IBD in adults, or it may focus on a specific management strategy e.g. liver transplantation or endoscopy, applied to one or more conditions.
   - The target population of patients: this will usually be all patients with the condition in question or all patients undergoing the management strategy in question. Sometimes only specific age ranges, for example over 18 years, are included. Special patient groups, for example ethnic minorities, can be highlighted if appropriate.
   - The target users: the guidelines are intended primarily to aid clinicians and so the target audience should include all healthcare professionals who contribute to clinical management of the condition. Some of these will be based in the primary care sector and therefore from the outset consideration should be given to which aspects of management can be primary care-based.
   - The main clinical questions to be addressed.
   - A stated intent to adhere to the AGREE II criteria (see BSG website).

5. **Financial Support**
   
   NICE have been specific in their latest review of the BSG Clinical Guidelines development process regarding complete transparency of financial support for the GDG and the subsequent BSG Guidelines. The BSG has stated in correspondence that all guidelines are BSG funded with no external funding. The scope of funding relates to items such as organising meetings, booking video-conference facilities or meeting rooms when Covid restrictions allow, essential refreshments, travel reimbursements etc. It should be clearly stated in all BSG Guidelines that there is no external funding in the development of guidelines. Any affiliated funding should be declared in the published guideline. A considerable amount of the GDG’s work is involved with undertaking a thorough Literature review process. This can require a considerable volume of time and work
and in some circumstance requires external professional support. There is some provision to fund literature reviews but these should be discussed and agreed with the BSG Guidelines Lead before embarking on any financial commitments. It should be borne on mind that Gut and Frontline Gastroenterology favour manuscripts of 150 - 200 references and that consideration should be given to limit the scope of the Guidelines when larger quantities of references are available in the published literature.

C. Non-Commissioned Guidelines

• Individuals who have a particular interest in a topic may also submit a proposal for a guideline on the Submission Template (Appendix 2) to the appropriate BSG section and the CSSC Guidelines Lead. These are termed non-commissioned guidelines.

• Criteria for approval will include a decision from the relevant BSG section that the guideline would make an essential contribution to the published literature not provided by other specialist organisations. As for commissioned guidelines (Section A) there may be circumstances which would make development of a BSG guideline a duplication and BSG Endorsement should be sought as the appropriate alternative.

• The GDG Chairperson as lead author will usually be one of the individuals who proposed the guideline. The Chairperson must be approved by the relevant BSG section that, with the CSSC, may make proposals for membership of the GDG. The GDG may then choose other members of the GDG but the final membership must be approved by the CSSC Executive.

• Points 2 to 4 in Section B also apply to non-commissioned guidelines.

D. Development of Guidelines

1. AGREE II
   Guidelines should be developed in accordance with the principles laid down by the AGREE II instrument (on the BSG website). A more detailed account of the several stages of guideline development can be found on the NICE website.

2. Stakeholder Views
   • Guideline development must take account of all relevant stakeholder views and preferences including professional groups, patients and carers. The GDG should conduct a consultation exercise and prior to its first meeting should share the draft proposal with:
   - Relevant professional organisations (for example, Royal College of Nursing, British Association for Study of the Liver, Association of Coloproctologists Great Britain & Ireland or Association of Upper Gastrointestinal Surgeons, Primary Care Society for Gastroenterology) who might influence or be influenced by the guideline.
   - The organisations and charities that represent and/or support patients and carers, asking them which issues they think the guideline should address. This can be done directly or via the BSG. A form can be supplied by the BSG to facilitate structured feedback and will ask for the source(s) of any suggestions (e.g. telephone help line data, surveys).
   • All replies must be thoroughly considered by the GDG and incorporated into the initial guideline proposal when appropriate. The Submission Template should then be re-submitted to the CSSC Secretary and should include:
     - The final GDG member list with signed COI forms.
- The proposal (see Section B4) modified and developed in the light of consultations with stakeholders and members of the GDG. Final approval by the CSSC may be dependent on modifications to the proposal.

3. Clinical Questions
- The GDG will develop the specific clinical questions to be addressed. These should be directed at specific questions relevant to optimal management of the condition in question. They should be set in the context of other recently published guidelines and where specific areas can be adequately covered by reference to these published guidelines, they may not need to be re-addressed in detail.
- The clinical questions are usually best grouped into clinical sections. A useful and suggested process is the PICO (Patients, Interventions, Controls and Outcomes) system, in which these four critical components are pre-defined as precisely as possible. The largest section will usually relate directly to management and may be divided into sub groups (for example, first line and second-line treatments, management of acute and chronic disease, management of specific complications, specific drug treatments). Additional sections on epidemiology, clinical manifestations, diagnosis, health economics and health service organisation are encouraged. Usually, separate members of the GDG writing group are assigned responsibility for leading on the development of each section.

4. Evidence Search
- For each clinical section, there should be a systematic, comprehensive, transparent and reproducible strategy to search for evidence on which management recommendations will be based. The overall search strategy should be decided by the GDG as a whole and described in adequate detail, if necessary in an appendix, including:
  - Electronic databases consulted (such as Ovid, Medline, Embase and US National Guideline Clearinghouse).
  - Time period covered and an indication of the reasons why, if this is limited (e.g. if an update on a previous guideline).
  - Search terms used: these should be key words derived from the clinical questions set by the GDG. Other sources of evidence may include hand-searching journals, viewing of references cited in relevant original papers, reviews and other guidelines. Most GDG members will be expected to have expertise in at least some aspects of the condition and so, will already be familiar with some of the published literature. Publications dealing with patient experience of the disease and their treatment preferences should be actively searched for.
  - Whether and under what circumstances conference abstracts can be used to help formulate recommendations.
- The GDG Chairperson is responsible for ensuring that all GDG members have adequate electronic access to relevant publications (via NHS Evidence, University sites, or other means).
- Libraries generated by keyword searches should be stored (e.g. in END Note) to allow excluded references to be traced. One way to store references is to save a search by creating an account on Pubmed and supplying a link for the search. Storage is essential because NICE considers a transparent pathway from evidence searching to inclusion/exclusion to be of paramount importance.
- A decision to include or exclude all peer reviewed published studies identified by the search must be made. Initially, this is done on the basis of relevance to the clinical
questions as suggested by the title and in cases of doubt by the abstract. When selecting and evaluating evidence the four PICO components should be borne in mind (see Section D3). Further consideration regarding inclusion or exclusion is based on assessment of methodological quality (based on the full publication).

- It may be necessary to include studies of suboptimal quality if they constitute the best available evidence to inform some clinical questions. Their flaws need to be highlighted in the relevant guideline section (see 5 below).
- When published evidence on a specific point is unavailable or incomplete, statements based on clinical experience and patient views may be incorporated. Areas of uncertainty should be acknowledged.
- Shortly before the guideline is finalised the search should repeated and any important studies published since the initial evidence search should be incorporated into the guideline.

5. **Summary of Studies and Interpretation and Grading of Evidence**

- The evidence for each clinical question, from all relevant individual studies, should be systematically reviewed and summarised. It is useful to categorise references as systematic reviews, randomised controlled trials, cohort studies, case-control studies and other studies.
- The strength and limitations of the body of evidence should be clearly described. There should be discussion of: the risk of bias; consistency or disparity of evidence; applicability and relevance of study endpoints; the magnitude of the effect and any dose-response relationships.
- Construction of tables based on the PICO system is encouraged, incorporating the end points of several similar studies. If extensive, these tables may be incorporated into an appendix. The guideline should refer to any published work on relevant patient experiences.

6. **Formulation of Recommendations**

a) Recommendations should be specific to the topic and unambiguous. In general, they should allow for the flexibility of clinical decisions in the particular circumstances of an individual patient. They may be applicable to the whole of the topic in question or sometimes only to specific clinical healthcare or social circumstances, which should be stated explicitly.

b) Recommendations on specific clinical questions are drafted by the section leads. These should arise from and be explicitly linked to the corresponding evidence summary (Section D5). The GDG as a whole must then discuss all recommendations in detail including their potential health benefits, side effects and risks. The strategy used by the GDG to arrive at decisions in regard to formulating the recommendations should be described either in the text or in an appendix.

c) Different grades of evidence may be available in response to different clinical questions. If the evidence is not conclusive, discussion with a view to reaching an informal consensus amongst the GDG should be tried. If this is not achievable, formal consensus techniques, such as Delphi may be useful. When disagreement persists, the GDG Chair should decide whether to seek resolution via (a) a formal voting system or (b) survey of
relevant stakeholders. The GDG should categorise their recommendations into “strong” or “weak” as per the GRADE system. Where the GDG’s decision on the strength of the recommendation is unanimous and the recommendation is strong, then the wording ‘we recommend’ should be used. Where the decision is majority and the recommendation weak, the wording ‘we suggest’ should be used.

d) Strength of recommendation is different from and not automatically dictated by grade of evidence. Something which has only low quality or very low quality evidence base might be a “Strong” recommendation if it is clinically important and universally agreed by the GDG (for example timely referral for transplantation).

e) More than one management option may be recommended if the evidence suggests that these are of similar efficacy. In this case clinicians and patients' views might influence which option is recommended and further consultation with patient groups may be appropriate. GDGs are asked to document (and to report to the CSSC Secretary) examples where patients’ views have directly influenced the final guideline. Alternatively, different options might be recommended as equally justifiable. If so, this must be clearly stated.

f) The GDG should consider which aspects of management can appropriately be performed by a range of healthcare professionals (e.g. nurses, specialist workers) in different healthcare settings (e.g. primary care). If possible, the GDG’s conclusions should be incorporated into the recommendations.

7. Implementation of Guidelines
Where possible, tools to support implementation of the guideline should be included, if necessary in an appendix. Examples of these might include: screening, diagnostic and management algorithms, and checklists, care bundles and key performance indicators.

8. Cost and Service Implications
The cost and service implications of implementing the guideline and the potential facilitators and organisational barriers to doing so should be considered. A full economic analysis is not expected but consideration should be given to the cost effectiveness of the recommendations, e.g. a particular intervention may require initial investment in staff or equipment but would result in healthcare benefits, thereby saving resources in the long term.

9. Assessment of Implementation
Guidelines should include a statement as to how the implementation of the guideline will be assessed. Specific criteria such as key performance indicators which can be audited or included in a quality improvement (QI) project should be specified and where possible, evidence-based and measurable standards of care should also be specified. In addition QI/audit and monitoring tools such as questionnaires or a request for feedback via an online survey, or via the BSG website should be included.

10. Patient Summary
A patient summary should be included which is expressed in non-technical terms to assist patients in understanding best clinical practice. This should be primarily written by the patient representatives on the GDG with the support of the main authors. Where to would be helpful, consultation with specialist patient groups can be utilised to obtain good uptake at a patient level.
11. Research Recommendations
A list of research recommendations should be included to resolve persisting uncertainties in regard to clinical questions.

E. Format of Guidelines

- Guidelines aimed at publication in 'Gut' will be up to 15,000 words in length and well referenced (usually 100-200 references in addition to the 15,000 word limit). Tables are encouraged (also in addition to the 15,000 words limit). The limit may exclude other additional data which may be submitted as a supplementary file, to be available online only.
- Guidelines should be written in a clear concise style with minimal repetition. They should be understandable by all healthcare professionals caring for the disease in question and also by informed patient representatives.
- The format of the guideline may be varied according to subject matter but should be based on the following outline structure:
  - Title.
  - Acknowledgments.
  - GDG: list of members, qualifications and currently held positions. The members assigned to lead on each clinical section should be highlighted.
  - Contents list: all main headings.
  - Abstract.
  - Executive Summary: to include a concise summary of the recommendations of the guideline, its purpose, the patient group, the target users and any special features
  - Patient summary- this should be included where relevant to the guideline. It should inform patients of best practice in non-technical language as far as is possible.
  - Date of previous guideline and time period covered by previous literature search (if an update).
  - Background: why the guideline is necessary, how it arose, particular issues surrounding the condition or its treatment.
  - Objective: the objective of the guideline should be summarised in one sentence.
  - Development process for the guideline: discussion of methodology with reference to search strategy and search terms used for evidence gathering, the criteria by which evidence was included/excluded and the grading of evidence and recommendations. (See Section D).
  - Evidence summary: divided into sections, for example epidemiology, prevention, clinical presentation, diagnosis, management (maybe several subsections here), and service organisation.
  - **Recommendations should be stated in bold.** In the main text, they should also be divided into sections, with each recommendation close to and linked to the corresponding evidence summary. Management algorithms should be included when possible. In an additional duplicate one-page summary of the main points, the grade of evidence and strength of recommendation should be included (Section D6).
  - Care bundles- these should be incorporated where applicable to the management of conditions to attempt to standardise best practice/ allow auditing/ QI projects.
  - Key performance indicators- these should be incorporated where possible to allow
for analysis/audit of standards and form the basis of QI projects.

- Cost-benefit analysis: This type of analysis is very useful for commissioners in considering new developments. In depth analysis can be complex but any level of cost-benefit analysis is encouraged (although not mandatory).
- Implications for the service organization; training and the desirability of implementation in specific settings.
- Research recommendations.
- Any declared conflicts of interests (see Appendix 1).
- References – numbered list, Vancouver style, comprehensive: 1-200.
- Planned review date.
- Appendices – should contain the final Submission Template (Appendix 2) and the grading system as well as tools for implementing the guideline, for example, algorithms, diagnostic tools, rating scales, screening tools etc.

F. Review of Guidelines prior to Publication

- The completed draft guideline should be submitted to the BSG office. The declaration of conflicts of interests should also be submitted at this point.
- The guideline is forwarded to the CSSC Secretary who will then approach two members of Council and two members of CSSC to act as full referees and to ensure the document is suitable for publication in 'Gut'. The turnaround time should be three weeks (maximum five). These four individuals will need to sign conflict of interest forms. The CSSC Secretary also checks that the language in the document is appropriate for the target audience.
- The guideline is also sent to all CSSC members for comments. It is placed under draft guidelines on the BSG website and members are invited, via BSG e-news or via mass e-mail, to send comments. It is sent to relevant patient organisations for comment if there is not already patient representation on the GDG (see Section B2 and D2).
- The CSSC Secretary summarises the feedback and sends this back to the GDG Chair and Lead Author. The anonymised feedback is also sent back to all those who have made comments or undertaken reviews.
- The Lead Author returns appropriately amended manuscript to BSG Guidelines lead who checks that the suggested changes have been made. Amendments usually relate to clarity and emphasis rather than to content. When there is explicit disagreement in regard to content, the peer reviewers’ views might not be taken on board if, in the opinion of the GDG, they are not supported by the evidence. In rare situations of unresolved disagreement, it would be possible to seek opinions from further peer reviewers.
- Once accepted as the final version, the Guideline is uploaded onto the BSG website as formal BSG endorsement. The manuscript is also returned to lead author to be considered for publication either to submit to 'Gut', Frontline Gastroenterology or the most appropriate journal.
- The publication process through Gut and Frontline Gastroenterology has been clarified. Following BSG endorsement by the CSSC, BSG Guidelines can be submitted to Gut or Frontline Gastroenterology for consideration for publication. However there is no guarantee for publication and BSG Guidelines are subject to the same review process as
other manuscripts submitted to Gut. This requires international review and subsequent adjustments of manuscripts by the senior authors which meet the requirements of the Gut reviewers before publication is agreed. The current system allows for 5 – 6 BSG Guidelines to be published in Gut per year with the majority of these afforded open access status at the discretion of the Editor in Chief.

- FrontLine Gastroenterology is the BSG Journal for Clinical Practice and has a wide UK readership. Clinically focused, concise papers that will directly improve clinical practice are welcome by the FrontLine Editorial team. Manuscripts are subject to peer review and the Editor is keen to discuss potential options for papers where appropriate and the Editor is keen to support BSG endorsed publications. There has been an agreement recently that 5 – 6 BSG Endorsed publications can be given open access status in FG.

- Gut will request arrange that the manuscript is submitted through their on-line manuscript submission system and will be reviewed by four to six external reviewers who are internationally renowned authorities in the field. Their comments will be fed back to the Chair of the GDG and usually these suggestions need to be carefully considered for the Guideline to be accepted. However, publication in ‘Gut’ is dependent on the review process and the Editor in Chief of 'Gut' reserves the right to refuse publication.

- Joint publications in separate journals is increasingly difficult to co-ordinate due to specific Impact Factors issues which are now carefully monitored at an international level.

G. Promoting the Guidelines

- All guidelines are on the BSG website, which is accessible to the public. Guidelines may also be promoted by video blogs. Guidelines on major clinical topics are usually published in the BSG’s co-owned Journal ‘Gut’.

- New or updated guidelines on major clinical topics may be highlighted at national meetings of the BSG and associated organisations (BASL, Pancreatic Society, AUGIS, BAPEN etc). The GDG should liaise with the BSG who can utilise regional BSG leads to promote new guidelines in their areas.

H. Reviewing and Updating the Guidelines

On an annual basis, the BSG Guidelines co-ordinator will contact the Guidelines lead for each BSG section for an update of their current and proposed Guidelines. A detailed spreadsheet is kept to record publication dates, review dates and current progress on each Guideline. Where Guidelines require updating an agreed time frame is recorded and progress monitored. Due to new developments in a particular field, some Guidelines will become obsolete and are then removed from the BSG Guidelines webpage and archived with the archived date inserted in place of the review date.

- The date of search, publication or last update and the proposed date for review must be clearly stated within the guideline.

- For existing guidelines the date of completion of the current guideline is clearly displayed on the BSG website; if not already explicitly stated the proposed date for updating the guideline, which will usually be every five years, will be determined by the GDG and stated on the website. Every two years the research objectives identified in the
guidelines would be reviewed for evidence of additional studies, contributing to resolving the objective.

- A full review of a guideline after a fixed time period is not always appropriate as new evidence is published at different rates in different fields. At Section Committee meetings the Guidelines Section Lead is responsible for monitoring the progress and status of guidelines and undertakes discussions with the representatives from the GDG. The following factors will influence the decision whether and how to review a guideline on an unscheduled basis:
  - Emergence of new evidence that will change former recommendations.
  - Identification of any error in the guidelines after publication.
  - Emergence of any evidence of inequality in access to services between different social groups that can be addressed through guideline recommendations.
  - Emergence of any new technology or drugs or legislation that will change former recommendations.

- As a first step, the section commissions the GDG on this topic, who will carry out an update search looking for new studies, evidence based guidelines, Health Technology Assessments and systematic reviews produced since publication of the last version of a guideline. These searches are based on the key questions and search strategies used in the original guideline but also include an element of horizon scanning to see if there are new treatments or technologies that should be considered as part of the update.

- Results are presented in the form of summaries of the findings of the studies that have been identified. The search results are incorporated into a report that summarises the new evidence and looks at how it will impact on the recommendations made in the existing guideline. This report will also note any new areas or key questions that have emerged since the previous publication and will be submitted to the CSSC Secretary/Guidelines Editor who will decide if the guideline as it stands will be revalidated or will undergo a complete or partial review or will be withdrawn and archived.

- For guidelines which were developed jointly with partner organisations (e.g. ESGE, HIS) a consultation with these organisations will take place and members from these organisation will be recruited to the working party to assess the need for review.

- The guidelines are available on the BSG website which is accessible to the public. They are listed by date of publication. A forum for feedback from BSG members via the members’ area on the BSG website will be made available.

- Updates can be published in Gut as a letter but will be subject to the journal’s peer review process. They will also be published on the BSG website as stated above. Prior to submission to Gut, updates will be submitted to the CSSC Secretary/Guidelines Editor who will arrange a peer review by the CSSC. A summary of the updates in a “What’s new” section is encouraged as BSG members are often aware of previous version of the BSG Guidelines which require an update in clinical practice.

I. **Guidance Documents**

The BSG (usually via the section committees but sometimes via the CSSC, Council or the Executive) also commissions guidance documents on specific topics. These are significant
and influential documents and, whilst usually not as comprehensive as guidelines, they are expected to be developed with a similar degree of rigour. In particular they have the same requirements as guidelines in regard to declaration of COIs (see Section B3). However, guidance documents differ from guidelines in regard to the following points:

- They usually address a topic which is removed from the direct patient interface (examples include staffing of endoscopy units or endoscopy decontamination). For this reason, patient representation on the GDG is not mandatory, although it may sometimes be desirable.

- The composition of the GDG is more flexible than for guidelines; its membership is often self-selected, although with the approval of the relevant section committee at least one of whose members should be on the GDG. Whilst the CSSC would wish to be informed regarding the membership it is unlikely to be prescriptive in this regard.

- Although they are expected to be evidence based where possible and developed in a rigorous manner, they are not currently subject to NICE quality standards. Often there is relatively little high-quality evidence to inform the questions addressed, and so recommendations are often based mainly on the informed opinions of GDG members.

- Guidance documents are submitted to the CSSC for approval just like guidelines. However, the review process is less rigorous, involving 2-3 reviewers from the CSSC.

- Following approval by the CSSC they are placed on the BSG website but are not usually submitted to Gut for publication, although this (or submission to another journal) may be considered in some cases. Documents submitted to a journal for publication will have to undergo that journal’s review process.

This document is reviewed annually. The next review date is September 2022.